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Step-by-Step

Facilitation Materials90- Minute Class Flow

:05 Introduction

:10 Video Segment 1

:10 Discussion Questions

:10 Video Segment 2

:10 Discussion Questions

:10 Quiz

:30 Activity

:05 Transitions

Dozens of Engaging 

Modular Topics



Topics
Career Planning

• Classroom Success

• Exploring Careers

• Education & Training

• Job Search Process

• Resume & Application

• Interview Skills

• Documents You’ll Need

• Rights & Responsibilities

• Looking & Acting Sharp

• The Entrepreneur Option
Each topic can be up to :90 minutes of instruction.



Topics
Financial Literacy

• Banking 101

• Budgeting Basics

• Smart Shopping

• Lending & Debt

• Saving Your Money

• Insurance Basics

• Affordable Housing

• Affordable Transportation

• Child Support & Care

• Investing in Your Future
Each topic can be up to :90 minutes of instruction.



• A Lasting 1st Impression

• Navigating the Workplace

• You & Your Manager

• Conflict Management

• Time Management

•Organizing & Planning

• Critical Thinking

• Problem Solving

• Communication Skills

• Job Transitions

Topics
Workplace Skills

Each topic can be up to :90 minutes of instruction.



• Topic Setup & Context

• Discussion Questions

• Activities & Handouts

• Quizzes & Keys

• Slides & Transcripts

• Success Trait Mapping

• Marketing Flyers

• Certificate Templates

• Online Product Access

• Pre/Post Course Surveys

Facilitation
Materials

Resources & Tools

Self-Contained Training:

Instructor Led

Peer Educator Led

Volunteer Led



• 35 Career Fields Included

• Real-Life Professionals

• Structured Questions

• Getting Hired & Advancing

• Occupational Profiles

• Entry-Level Focused

• The Arts (5 Interviews)

• Services (13 Interviews)

• Mechanical (10 Interviews)

• Construction (8 Interviews)

Career
Interviews

Career Interviews & Profiles



Shaping Your Future Building Resilience
Getting a Fresh Start Dealing with Guilt & Shame
Having Realistic Expectations Dealing with Failure
Celebrating Small Successes Improving Self Esteem
Developing Plan B Building Support

Maintaining Focus Gaining Trust
Making Smart Decisions Accepting Authority

Asking For/Accepting Help Demonstrating Integrity
Knowing Your Limits Being Accountable
Using Influence to Your Advantage Finishing What You Start

Gaining Self Control Finding Purpose
Thinking Critically Helping Others
Finding Mentors & Role Models
Using the Power of Choice

Developing Work Ethic
Taking Ownership
Valuing Work
Avoiding Easy Street

Topics Fortified with

Success Traits



Vocabulary

Basic Process

Take-Aways

Anyone Can Facilitate

Goals for 
Instruction

All Topics 
at a 

7th Grade 
Level



Parole, Probation, & Employer 
Friendly

Certifications

Post-Release

Online Access



Local
Lab

DVD
Bundle

Online
Access

Technology-Limited Environment

Delivery Options



Research

Offenders

Attorneys

Corrections

Employers

Teachers

Piloted & Tested

Development 
Contributors



Windham School District Results

• Among students:

• At least a full letter grade improvement in pre/post test scores in each 
topic area.

• A majority are now actively managing or understand each topic area.

• 73.8% gave CONDUITS an “A” and 23.1% gave it a “B”.

• 44.0% had never been exposed to this type of content.

• 72.9% wanted year-round CONDUITS availability.

• 86.7% were very likely to recommend CONDUITS to a friend.

N=437 PRE and 422 POST, all data is aggregated/averaged across respondents. May not add to 100% due to non-response.

A sample of results is on the next few pages. 



WSD: Content Comprehension
Career Planning Quiz Questions

PRE-TEST 
Aggregate 
Score

64.4
/100

POST-TEST 
Aggregate 
Score

79.2
/100 DELTA

+14.8
Points

Financial Literacy Quiz Questions

PRE-TEST 
Aggregate
Score

72.1 
/100

POST-TEST 
Aggregate 
Score

85.8 
/100 DELTA

+13.7
Points

Workplace Skills Quiz Questions

PRE-TEST 
Aggregate 
Score

66.3 
/100

POST-TEST 
Aggregate
Score

78.7 
/100 DELTA

+12.4
Points

N=437 PRE and 422 POST, all data is aggregated/averaged across respondents. May not add to 100% due to non-response.

15.3%

12.4%

Career Planning 

DELTA by Gender

15.3%

9.0%

Financial Literacy 

DELTA by Gender

12.5%

12.1%

Workplace Skills 

DELTA by Gender



WSD: Selection of Student Comments
• The concepts and skills presented in this course were very clear, while the format and 

scheduled discussions and tasks prevented any type of monotony or boredom. I look 

forward to signing up for more of the courses offered by Acceleron in the future.

• In my 23 years of incarceration, this has been some of the most well delivered and 

concise info I’ve received. It was very meaningful and will help me!

• I will be released within the year and most definitely will utilize the knowledge that is 

gained from this course. 

• I am learning a lot. I’ve been away from society for 18 years and did not have a job 

before prison. I am 31 now, and I plan on taking these skills with me to gain a solid 

career once I’m out.

• I really enjoyed your program and it really got my attention. I am impressed by the 

literature and the organization of all the steps in the program.

• Thank you for putting together such a great film. It’ll help me understand more about 

the workplace. I’ve really got a lot out of this class that I plan on using once I return to 

the world.



Sample
Facilitator
Materials
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Instructor Prep Guide 

Unit Description:  

Upon your release, you may decide that you want to start your 

own business. This is called being an entrepreneur. Many 

inventors and people who want to begin a new business are 

entrepreneurs.  

This unit addresses topics including: 

 How to think like an entrepreneur 

 How to create a business plan 

 How to start your own small business 

Context and Setup:  

Historical  

People have owned small businesses since 

virtually the dawn of time. Whether sharecrop 

farming, mercantile exchange, or services, small 

business owners are the heart of many of the 

world’s economies. The entrepreneur is a factor in 

microeconomics, and the study of 

entrepreneurship reaches back to the work of 

Richard Cantillon and Adam Smith in the late 17th 

and early 18th centuries.   

Social  

Entrepreneurship has assumed super importance 

for accelerating economic growth both in 

developed and developing countries. It promotes 

capital formation and creates wealth in a country. 

It is hope and dreams of millions of individuals 

around the world. It reduces unemployment and 

poverty and it is a pathway to prosperity. 

Entrepreneurship is the process of exploring the 

opportunities in the market place and arranging 

resources required to exploit these opportunities 

for long term gain.   

Personal  

There’s at least a little entrepreneurship in each of 

us. Understanding the characteristics, role and 

responsibility of an entrepreneur will enable you to 

determine if it is a good option for you, as well as 

help you to collaborate more effectively with those 

whom are entrepreneurs. 

For those who are ex-offenders, small business 

ownership may be the best career path, since it 

does not include many of the normal hiring 

process hurdles.  

Success Traits:  

Unit Materials:  

The success traits addressed in this unit are: 

 Creating Your Future 

   Having Realistic Goals/Expectations (Video 2) 

    Making Smart Decisions 

   Asking for/Accepting Help (Video 1) 

   Using Influence to Your Advantage (Discussion 2) 

   Thinking Critically (Video 2) 

   Knowing Your Limits (Video 1) 

    Developing Work Ethic 

   Valuing Work (Activity) 

 Building Resilience 

   Dealing with Failure (Discussion 2) 

  Finding Purpose 

   Helping Others (Discussion 2) 

The materials for this unit that the students will need are: 

 Activity Worksheet 

 Startup Guide 

 Mini Business Plans 

The Entrepreneur Option 
PS010 

NOTE: Due to the length of the video lecture (30 minutes total), the materials 

may be abbreviated, and you may skip a set of discussion questions if needed. 
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The Entrepreneur Option 
PS010 

The Lesson Presentation 

Introduction to the Lesson 

Today we are going to discuss that upon your release, you may decide that you want to start your own business. This 

is called being an entrepreneur. Many inventors and people who want to begin a new business are entrepreneurs.  

This unit addresses topics including: 

 Thinking like an entrepreneur 

 Creating a business plan 

 Starting your own small business 

 
 

The format of our class today will be: 

 Watch Video 1 

 Discuss our thoughts and reactions to video 1 

 Watch Video 2 

 Do an activity 

 Discuss our thoughts and reactions  

 Take a quiz over the material presented 

Show Video Part 1 

2. What is an entrepreneur? 1. What are some reasons that you might want to 

become an entrepreneur? 

Potential responses to question 1: (responses will vary) 

 You may have difficulty finding a job 

 You have a good idea you want to pursue 

 You want to be your own boss 

 You want to make some extra money 

 You want to work with family members 

 You want to chart your own course 

Potential responses to question 2: (responses will 

vary) 

 They come up with the idea 

 They assume all risk and financial risk 

 They obtain the funding necessary to start up the 

business 

 They build the team of people who will be a part of 

the business 

 They start and run the business 

Discussion Questions 1 
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The Entrepreneur Option 
PS010 

Show Video Part 2  

4. What are some of the cons of being an 

entrepreneur? 

Potential responses to question 4: (answers may vary) 

 You answer to all of your customers. Working with 

customers can be difficult and it is easy to lose 

them 

 You make all decisions. The responsibility is yours 

alone. 

 You don’t just get to work 9-5 ~ you may work 

many more hours than that 

 If the business loses money, it is your financial 

burden to bear 

5. What are some ways that entrepreneurs see things 

differently, or from a different point of view?  

Potential responses to question 5: (answers may vary) 

 They understand that if they take time off, they will 

be losing money 

 They use their time differently, focusing on many 

fronts (operations, finance, sales/marketing etc.) 

 They often work much longer hours and more than 

most people 

 They see others differently, everyone is a potential 

customer 

 Their personal life is often crossed with their 

professional life 

3.  What are some of the pros of being an 

entrepreneur? 

Potential responses to question 3: (answers may vary) 

 There is not a boss ~ you are the boss and are not 

accountable to anyone other than the customers 

 You make the decisions 

 You do not have to work 9-5 ~ you are able to set 

your own schedule, take off the days that you 

need off, etc. 

 You get to keep all of the profits if the business 

does well 
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The Entrepreneur Option 
PS010 

Concluding Discussion 

 Description of the activity: This unit includes a special series of supplemental resources and activities to 
help you start a small business.   

1. Take a look at the list of mini business plans and select the one that most interests you. Spend 10-15 
minutes reading the startup checklist, general budget, and the two page mini-plan of your choosing. 

2. Next, get into small groups with others in the class who share a common interest (if there are not others, 
this can be an individual activity).  

3. As a group, discuss and fill out the “Place & Promotion” and “Competition” sections of the mini-business 
plan.  

4. Finally, discuss as a class whether or not you would seriously consider starting the small business you 
selected. Why or why not? 

 

 Supplemental materials at the end of this PDF contain a Startup Guide and mini-business plans: 
1. A startup checklist. Getting a business off the ground has many moving parts, and this checklist 

will help you make sure you haven’t forgotten something important. Things like registering your business 
name, opening a bank account, and getting basic business insurance. 

2. A general budget that applies to most small businesses. Things like the cost of phone and internet, 
software and marketing. You’ll have to add specific startup costs for special equipment or other items to 
this! 

3. A summary of helpful resources like websites, education, and tools to help you 
start and operate your small business. 

4. 11 mini business plans. You ’ll learn what each business is about, the skills you’ll 
need, make marketing decisions, learn about startup costs (in addition to the general 
budget), and get some basic income and budget estimates as a reference.  

1. What are some of the essential qualities of an 

entrepreneur? 

Potential responses to question 1: (responses will 

vary) 

 Having inner drive 

 Being self-confident 

 Being innovative 

 Able to accept criticism 

 Open to change 

 They are competitive 

 The are self-motivated 

2. As you know, entrepreneurs may be competitive. 

How can you use this to your advantage?  *(Using 

Influence to Your Advantage)  

Potential responses to question 2: (responses will 

vary) 

 Entrepreneurs are very goal-oriented 

 They have high standards 

 They are able to take calculated risks 

 They want to be the best 

 They will take calculated risks 

 They will be bold but they will not be reckless in 

their risk taking 

Activity        
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The Entrepreneur Option 
PS010 

4. What are the parts of a business plan? Why is it 

important to write it down?  

Potential responses to question 4: (responses will 

vary) 

 What is your product? 

 What is your price? 

 Where will you do this (place)? 

 How will you promote this? 

 What is your budget? 

 Write it down to make it real. That is how you 

make clear and smart decisions. 

3. It is important that entrepreneurs to accept 

criticism. What are some things that you can do to 

help you to learn to accept criticism or rejection from 

others? *(Dealing with Failure)  

Potential responses to question 3: (responses will 

vary) 

 Learn to understand what constructive criticism is 

and what complaining is 

 Break down what is being said to you and 

understand the “heart” behind it 

 Recognize that sometimes criticism is an 

opportunity for you to learn and grow  

 Just press forward. Sales is a process! It may take 

10 “Nos” to find a “Yes”. Remember, happy 

customers provide “word of mouth” to others. 

5. When you are examining the budget and the cost, 

what are some things that you need to do to avoid 

waste? 

Potential responses to question 5: (responses will 

vary) 

 Understand the cost of every service or product, 

break it down into the smallest unit/part 

 Do not spend money unless you absolutely must 

 A cost should directly lead to or be in support of a 

profit 

 Basic bookkeeping skills are helpful 

 Save every receipt and add up costs each month 

Quiz 

6. How can you help others using the information you 

learned today? *(Helping Others) 

Potential responses to question 6: (responses will 

vary) 

 Discuss with someone the pros and cons of being 

an entrepreneur 

 Talk about ways to create a business plan 

 Share information about the different aspects of 

being an entrepreneur 

 Teach someone how to start their own business 

by creating a business plan 
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Directions: Look through the mini-business plan options below and rank order your top 3 choices. Then read the 

Startup Guide and mini-business plan for your TOP (#1) choice. After reading the plans, get into groups with others who 

have selected the same TOP choice plan, complete the missing blanks on the plan, and then discuss as a class. 

Activity Worksheet 

Name:____________________________ 

Mini-Business Plan Your 

Top 3 

Do You Have Prior 

Experience (Yes or No?) 

REMEMBER: 

 

 Build from your experience 

& strengths 

 Always buy used 

equipment if you can 

 The financial “up side” can 

be limitless if you work 

hard and stick with it 

 Ask for help and advice 

from successful business 

people 

Art and Craft Sales 
  

Handyman 
  

House and Address 

Painter 

  

House and Pool Cleaner 
  

Lawn/Snow Maintenance 

& Holiday Lights 

  

Mobile Car/Boat/Window 
  

Paper and Flyer 

Distributor 

  

Personal or Executive 

Assistant 

  

Pet Caregiver 
  

Photographer and 

Videographer 

  

Webmaster 
  

After reviewing the Startup Guide and mini-business plans, would you seriously consider starting a 

small business? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

The Entrepreneur Option 




